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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 2 , Borcherds constructed the monster Lie algebra M and showed
 .that it is a generalized Kac]Moody GKM algebra. In this section, we give
a brief review of some of its properties and of the definition of a GKM
algebra. The root lattice of M is the rank two Lorentzian lattice. Hence
 .any root of M can be represented by a pair m, n , m, n g Z. For a fixed
positive integer r, the root spaces corresponding to the roots of M of type
 .  .m, n , m, n g Z and n ' 0 mod r , generates a Lie subalgebra M .r
These are also GKM algebras. In Section 2, we study the restricted simple
root multiplicities of the roots of M i.e., the dimension of the subspace ofr
a positive root space which cannot be generated by positive root spaces
.corresponding to roots of smaller height . It is useful to know the re-
stricted simple root multiplicities and not only the root multiplicities for
this gives us the Cartan matrix of the GKM algebra and this information is
needed to find all the roots in the real root space of the root lattice
allowed to be lowest weights of integrable lowest weight representations,
and also to compute the character formula of these representations. We
 m n.c r m n.give an analytic continuation of the product  1 y p q ,m) 0, ng Z
< < < 1r r < y2 pwhere p, q g C such that p , q - e , corresponding to the denomi-
nator formula for M , to a product of two copies of the open unit disc. Thisr
analytic continuation turns out to be a multivalued function, the coeffi-
cients of which are the multiplicities of the simple roots of M . Thisr
function is a rapidly convergent infinite product of modular functions of
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n  .weight 0 and level r , n g N, so computer calculations using PARI give
the numerical values of the coefficients, hence of the multiplicities of the
simple roots of the Lie algebra M . For r ) 1, no power of this function isr
expressible as a polynomial in modular functions since the orders of the
zeros are fractional.
Modular functions of weight 0 and level 1 are, by definition, complex
meromorphic functions on the upper half plane H, which are invariant
 .under the action of the modular group SL Z . It is well known that they2
 w x.are rational functions of j see 5 . In this paper j will denote the
normalized Hauptmodul of weight 0 and level 1 from H to C with
 . n  .  .q-expansion  c n q with c y1 s 1, c n s 0 for n - y1 andng Z
 .n s 0, c 1 s 196884; and this infinite product converges for all q such
< < that q - 1 usually j means the function with q-expansion 744 q
 . n. c n q . Studying functions j( a , where a is a rational matrix, leadsng Z
 . w x to the modular polynomial F x, j of order n, belonging to Z x, j forn
w x.details, see 4 . In Section 3, based on the results of Section 2, we give a
  . . .product expansion of F j t , j s , where t , s are in H.n
All vector spaces will be assumed to be real. As stated previously, H will
denote the upper half plane in C, and j the above surjection from H to C.
2. GKM ALGEBRAS AND THE MONSTER LIE ALGEBRA
w xFor a detailed account, see 1]3 . GKM algebras are defined by genera-
tors and relations.
 .Let I be a finite or countable set. Let A s a be a real matrixi j i, jg I
satisfying the following conditions:
 .i A is symmetric;
 .ii a F 0 if i / j;i j
 .iii 2 a ra g Z if a ) 0.i j i i i i
ÃThe universal GKM algebra G is defined to be the Lie algebra with
generators e , f , h , i, j g I, and the following relations:i i i j
w xe , f s h ,i j i j
w xh , e s d a e ,i j k i j i k k
w xh , f s yd a f ,i j k i j i k k
 .1y2ai j r aii.  .1y2ai j r aii.ad e e s 0 s ad f f for i, j g I and a ) 0,i j i j i i
w x w xe , e s 0 s f , f for i, j g I such that a s 0.i j i i i j
A GKM algebra G is defined to be a semidirect product of the form
Ã .GrC ? D, where D is an Abelian subalgebra consisting of commuting
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outer deviations such that all the e and f are eigenvectors of D, andi i
Ã ÃGrC is a quotient of G by a central subalgebra C.
This definition implies that a central extension of a GKM algebra is a
GKM algebra. It is useful to include central extension in the definition.
Write h for h . Keeping the same notation as above for the elements ofi i i
 :G, the Abelian subalgebra of G, H s D [ h : h / 0 , is called thei j i j
Cartan subalgebra of G.
For i g I, define a g H*, the dual of H, to be as follows:i
w xh , e s a h e , h g H . .i i i
The elements a , i g I, may not be linearly independent. Usually in thei
 w x.  .literature see 3 , the simple roots say b , i g I are defined in thei
following manner: one adds enough commuting outer deviations i.e., the
e.Cartan subalgebra is extended to a larger Abelian subalgebra, say H to
 e. w x  .ensure that the simple roots b g H *, i g I, such that h, e s b h e ,i i i i
h g H e, are linearly independent. However, in this paper we will follow
Borcherds' definition, and so we define the simple roots to be the above
elements a , i g I, in H*. With this definition the simple roots a may bei i
linearly dependent: e.g., if column i equals column j, then a s a . Morei j
generally, the roots of G will be considered to be elements of H*.
 w x  . 4For any root a g H*, G s x g G N h, x s a h x, h g H will be thea
corresponding root space of G, and D will denote the set of roots of G
 .i.e., elements of the root lattice corresponding to nontrivial root spaces .
The dimension of G is called the multiplicity of the root a . With thea
usual definition, the multiplicity of a simple root is always 1 since simple
roots are defined to be linearly independent. However, with the above
definition, the multiplicity of a simple root may be greater than 1. The
following situation may also arise and does in the GKM algebras under
.consideration in this paper : there may be i, j, k g I such that a q a si j
a , and a / 0. In this case, part of the root space G can be generatedk i j a k
by the root spaces G and G , so that the whole root space G does not,a a ai j k
in fact, correspond to a simple root. We therefore need a concept distinct
from that of the multiplicity of a root space.
DEFINITION 2.1. The restricted simple root multiplicity of a root a is
defined to be the maximal dimension of a subspace of G which cannot bea
generated by the root spaces G , where i g I such that a / a .a ii
The real root space of the root lattice generated by the a has thei
 .bilinear form a , a s a .i j i j
We have
G s H [ G .[ a /
agD
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 .A root a is said to be real if a , a ) 0, and imaginary otherwise. Note
that since all the nondiagonal entries of the Cartan matrix are nonpositive,
all real simple roots have multiplicity 1.
A root a is positive if it is the positive sum of simple roots, and negative
if ya is positive. If the simple roots are not linearly independent, G may
have roots which are neither positive nor negative.
We assume that the following three conditions hold for the GKM
algebra G:
 . q1 All roots are either positive or negative. We let D denote the
set of positive roots.
 .2 All the roots have finite multiplicity.
 .  .3 There exists a Weyl vector r in H*, i.e., such that r, a si
1  .a , a for all i g I.i i2
Let W denote the Weyl group i.e., the group of isometries of the root
.lattice generated by the reflections corresponding to the simple roots .
Let l be in the real vector space of the root lattice of G. Since we have
assumed the above conditions hold in G, there is a character formula for
 .the simple integrable lowest weight module V l of G, i.e., such that
 .  .  .l, a F 0 for i g I, and 2 l, a r a , a g Z if a is real:i i i i i
mult ach V l 1 y e a .  . .
qagD
s e r e w w e yr e m e l q m , .  .  .  .  .  /
mwgW
 .  .  .where e w is 1 resp. y1 if w is the product of an even resp. odd
 .  .nnumber of reflections corresponding to the simple roots; and e m s y1
if m is the sum of a set of n pairwise orthogonal imaginary simple roots, all
orthogonal to l, and 0 otherwise.
If an imaginary simple root has multiplicity n greater than 1, we then
view the set of imaginary simple roots as having n copies of it, i.e., the
 .  .nexpression e a is the sum of terms y1 for all the different ways of
writing a as a sum of pairwise orthogonal imaginary simple roots in this
set ``with multiple copies of the same root,'' all orthogonal to l.
Putting l s 0 in the character formula, we get the denominator
formula:
mult a1 y e a s e r e w w e yr e m e m . .  .  .  .  .  . .   /qagD mwgW
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Let L denote the two-dimensional even Lorentzian lattice, i.e., L s
0 y1 :Z [ Z and its bilinear form ? , ? is given by the matrix . /y1 0
 w x .The monster Lie algebra M see 2 for details is a GKM algebra with
Cartan subalgebra isomorphic to R [ R, and root lattice L such that the
 .  . elements 1, n are roots of M with simple root multiplicity c n roots of
.M are considered to be elements of the dual of the Cartan subalgebra . In
 .  .fact, the multiplicity of the root 1, n is also c n , and the restricted simple
 .root multiplicity of m, n is zero if m / 1, so without ambiguity we may
 .  4say that the simple roots of M are the elements 1, n , n g N j y1 . It
 .  .can be shown that a root m, n , m, n g Z has multiplicity c mn . The
bilinear form on L gives the Cartan matrix. Despite the fact that the
simple roots are not linearly independent, all the roots are either positive
or negative. Furthermore, the root lattice L contains a Weyl vector:
 .y1, 0 . The denominator formula for M is
 .c m nm n1 y p q s p J p y J q , .  .  . .
m)0, ngZ
1, 0. 0, 1.  .  . mwhere p s e , q s e , and J p is the formal series  c m pmg Z
corresponding to the p-expansion of j.
The following properties characterise GKM algebras the converse is
Ãnot true for it does not hold for the universal central extension G of a
GKM algebra G, and all central extensions of GKM algebras have been
.defined to be GKM algebras , and the monster Lie algebra satisfies them
 w x.see 1, 2 :
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.1 Borcherds 1 . Suppose G is a Lie algebra with the
following propert ies:
1. G is graded: G s [ G , G is Abelian; G has finite dimensionig Z i 0 i
if i / 0.
2. G has an in¨olution v which is y1 on G , which maps G to G ,0 i yi
for all i g Z.
 .3. G has an associati¨ e bilinear form , in¨ariant under v such that
 .   ..G , G s 0 if i q j / 0, and if x g G for some i / 0, then y x, v x ) 0i j i
  .   ..i.e., the bilinear form x, y s y x, v y is positi¨ e definite on G if0 i
.i / 0 .
Then the kernel of the bilinear form is contained in the centre of G, and G
is a GKM algebra.
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3. SUBALGEBRAS OF THE MONSTER LIE ALGEBRA M
We first define the subalgebras we are interested in.
DEFINITION 3.1. For any positive integer r, define M to be ther
subalgebra of M generated by the root spaces corresponding to the roots
 .m, rn , m, n g Z.
We first need to check that these subalgebras are indeed GKM algebras
so that we may apply the denominator formula to them.
LEMMA 3.1. M is a GKM algebra.r
Proof. If r s 1, then M is the monster Lie algebra, and Borcherdsr
 w x.showed this is a GKM algebra see Theorem 6.2 in 2 . So assume that
r ) 1. We claim that the entire Cartan subalgebra of M, H say, is
contained in M .r
m
1, m s 2, r y 1, r q 1, 2 r y 1, r , .  .  .  .  . .
r
 . so that for all m g Z, 1, m belongs to the real root space generated by 1,
.rn , n g Z. Since these elements are all the simple roots of M, we can
deduce that H is contained in M .r
 .In M , let the root space corresponding to the root m, rn have degreer
 .m q rn g Z, and let H have degree 0. Since r ) 1, c rmn / 0 implies m
and n are both positive or both negative. Therefore with respect to this
grading, the degree 0 piece is H. Since M is a GKM algebra, there is an
 .involution taking the root space of M corresponding to root m, rn to the
 .root space corresponding to the root ym, yrn , and satisfying Property 3
of Proposition 2.1. It follows that M satisfies Proposition 2.1, and so is ar
GKM algebra.
In the rest of this section, r will be a fixed integer greater than or equal
 .to 2 if r s 1, then M , is the monster Lie algebra M . The multiplicity ofr
 .  .the root m, rn of M is c rmn , and the root lattice of M is Z = rZ. Wer r
next note that M has no real roots.r
LEMMA 3.2. All the roots of M are imaginary.r
Proof. The definition of the bilinear form on L implies that the norm
 .  .of the root m, n is y2mn. Since c n s 0 for n - y1, the norm is
positive if and only if m s y1 and n s 1, or m s 1 and n s y1. So all
 .roots of the monster Lie algebra M are imaginary apart from " 1, y1 ,
and these are not roots of M .r
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It therefore follows that the Weyl group of M is trivial.r
 .COROLLARY 3.3. Let s m, n denote the restricted simple root multiplicity
 .of the positi¨ e root m, rn , n ) 0, of the GKM algebra M . The denominatorr
formula for M isr
 .c r m nm n m n1 y p q s 1 y s m , n p q , .  . 
m)0, ngZ m , n)0
where p s e1, 0. and q s e0, r ..
Proof. The left-hand side of the formula follows directly from the
definition. Since the Weyl group is trivial, the right-hand side will follow
once we have shown that no two positive roots of M not necessarilyr
.  .  .distinct have zero inner product. Let m, rn and m9, rn9 be two roots of
 .M . Since c mn s 0 for mn - y1 or mn s 0, it follows that mn, m9n9 )r
 .  .:0. So m, rn , m9, rn9 s yrmn9 y rnm9 is never zero.
 m n.c r m n.REMARK. When p, q g C, the product  1 y p q ism) 0, ng Z
< < < 1r r < y2 pconvergent if p , q - e .
 m n.c r m n.Hence if  1 y p q could be written as a polynomial inm) 0, ng Z
modular functions, the coefficients of this polynomial would give the
restricted simple root multiplicities of the roots of M . We will see thatr
though it cannot be written as a polynomial of this type, there is a rapidly
convergent infinite product of modular functions, which is its analytic
continuation to the product of two copies of the open unit disc. With the
use of a computer, it is then possible to find the numerical values of these
coefficients, and so of the restricted simple root multiplicities of the roots.
We first need the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let t , m be the upper half plane H, and let p s exp 2p it
 .and q s exp 2p im . Then
 .  2 .rrd c r m nrdys  r . m n1p 1 y p q , 1 .  .
< .m , d)0, ngZ , d r , mn
 .  .where s r s  d is the p, q -expansion of1 d < r
rm s
j t y j q . . 2 / /dd<d)0, d r , 0Fs-d
 . s1 r .Proof. Multiply 1 by p , and take the logarithm. We get
r rmn
am any c p q 2 /ad d< .m , d , a)0, ngZ , d r , mn
r rmn
m ns y c p q . i . 2 2 /da d a2< . < .m , d , a)0, ngZ , d r , mnra , a m , n
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 w x.Let T for m ) 0 be the Hecke operators of level 1 see 5 , i.e.,m
1 mt s
T j t s j q for t g H .  . m 2 /m dd<d)0, d m , 0Fs-d
 . .and the p-expansion of T j t ism
1 mn
nc p . 2 /d d< .d)0, d m , n
m  .Therefore we can deduce that the coefficient of p in i is the
q-expansion of
yrT T j m . .  . .m r
Now rmrd2 q srd corresponds to q s e sq rr d 2 in the unit disc, whered, s d
 .e s exp 2p ird is a primitive dth root of unity. Therefore the definitiond
 .of the action of the Hecke operator implies that i equals
1 mn
m ny c p q . d , s2 /a a< . <a , d , m)0, ngZ , a m , n , d r , 0Fs-d
  m n .cm n..  .However, this is log  1 y p q . Therefore 1 equalsm) 0, ng Z d, s
 .c m nys  r . m n1p 1 y p q . . d , s
<m , d)0, ngZ , d r , 0Fs-r
w xFrom Lemma 7.1 in 2 , we know that
 .c m ny1 m np 1 y p q . d , s
m)0, ngZ
 .is the p, q -expansion of
rt s
j t y j q . . 2 /dd
 .Since the number of distinct pairs d, s , where d ) 0, d N r and 0 F s - d
is  d, this proves the lemma.d) 0, d < r
 .  m n.c r m n.Set f p, q s  1 y p q .r m) 0, ng Z
 .The next result gives the analytic continuation of f p, q to the productr
of two copies of the open unit disc when r is a prime.
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PROPOSITION 3.5. We keep the notation of Lemma 3.4. Suppose that r is
prime. Then
r
f p , q .
r rf p , q .
 .is the p, q -expansion of
 j t y j m q s rr .  . . .0 F s- r
.
j rt y j m .  .
 .Hence the p, q -expansion of the following multi¨ alued function is the
 .analytic continuation of f p, q to the product of two copies of the open unitr
disc:
1rr nq 1n nj r t y j r m q s rr .  . .
. 2 . nq1 n /j r t y j r m .  .nG0, 0Fs-r
a bLet n be a nonnegati¨ e integer, s be an integer such that 0 F s - r, and  /c d
 .be in SL Z . The zeros of this function are among the following:2
ar nm q as q rb
t s 2 n n nq1cr m q r cs q r d
with s ) 0 if n ) 0. The zeros are also the branch points of this multi¨ alued
function. The poles are contained among the following:
ar nm q rb
t s , with n ) 0.2 n nq1cr m q r d
The coefficients of this function gi¨ e the simple root multiplicities of the roots
of M .r
Proof. Suppose r is prime. From Lemma 3.4, we get that
 .  .rc r m n c m nrrm n m n1 y p q 1 y p q .  . 
m)0, ngZ <m)0, ngZ , r mn
 .c m n .c m nm r n m n r r sns 1 y p q 1 y p q e , .  .  r
m)0, ngZ m)0, ngZ , 0Fs-r
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so that
 .  .rc r m n c m nm n r m n1 y p q 1 y p q .  . 
m)0, ngZ m)0, ngZ
 .c m n .c r m nr m r n m n r r sns 1 y p q 1 y p q e . .  .  r
m)0, ngZ m)0, ngZ , 0Fs-r
 . r  r r .Hence f p, q rf p , q is as stated in the proposition.r r
 .The analytic continuation of f p, q follows from the recursive formular
 . r  r r .that the expression for f p, q rf p , q gives rise to. It is well knownr r
 .  .that j t s j m if and only if
am q b a b
t s , where is in SL 2, Z . . /c dcm q d
We can therefore conclude that the zeros and poles are as described in the
proposition.
As the next result shows, even when r is no longer a prime, there is an
analytic continuation to the product of two copies of the open unit disc.
However, the expression is very cumbersome to write down when r has
more than one distinct prime divisor.
PROPOSITION 3.6. We keep the notation of Lemma 3.4 and Proposition
3.5. For any positi¨ e integer r, there is a multi¨ alued analytic continuation of
 .f p, q to the product of two copies of the open disc; and the coefficients ofr
this analytic continuation gi¨ e the simple root multiplicies of the roots of M .r
The zeros of this analytic continuation are contained in the following set:
as sn m q at q s b2 0 0n <s s t s : n g N, 0 - s , s r ; 0 F t - s ,1 0 i i 0n cs s m q ct q s d2 0 0
a b g SL Z . .2 / 5c d
Proof. Since
 .  .n , d c m nd rn , d..m nrrn , d.d.1 y p q .
m)0, ngZ
 .is the p, q -expansion of
rm s
j t y j q , . 2 / /dd0Fs-d
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from Lemma 3.4, we get
 .  2 .rrd c r m nrdm n1 y p q .
< .m , d)0, ngZ , d r , mn
 .  .n , d c m nd rn , d..m nrrn , d.d.s 1 y p q . ii . .
<m , d)0, ngZ , d r
Put
 .  .n , r c m n rrn , r ..m n rn , r .h p , q s 1 y p q . .  .r
m , d)0, ngZ
 .The left-hand side of ii equals
 .  . .rrd c rrd m ndm n1 y p q .
<m , d)0, ngZ , d r
 .  . .rrd c rrd m nam nd r a= 1 y p q ; .
< <  .m)0, ngZ , d)1, d r , 0-a-d , a d , m , dra s1
 .  .and the right-hand side of ii divided by h p, q equalsr
 .dc dm nm nrr d1 y p q .
<m , d)0, ngZ , d-r , d r
 .ac am ndm r a nrr d= 1 y p q . .
< <  .m , a)0, ngZ , 1-d-r , d r , a-d , a d , n , dra s1
Suppose that dra s pt1 ??? pts, where the p are distinct primes. Set1 s i
 .s a, i , . . . , i s p ??? p , where the p are distinct and 1 F l F s. There-1 l i i i1 l j
fore
 .  . .rrd c rrd m ndm n1 y p q .
<m , d)0, ngZ , d r
 .  . .rrd c rrd m nam nd r a= 1 y p q .
< <m)0, ngZ , 1-d , d r , 0-a-d , a d
1 y pasa , i1 , . . . , i l .m
 .  .  . .= rrd c rrd s a , i , . . . , i m n 1 lnd r a.=q .m , a)0, ngZ ,
< <1-d , d r , a-d , a d ,
<  42 l , i g 1, . . . , sj
1 y pasa , i1 , . . . , i l .m
 .  .  . .= y rrd c rrd s a , i , . . . , i m n 1 lnd r a=q .m , a)0, ngZ ,
< <1-d , d r , a-d , a d ,
 42¦l , i g 1, . . . , sj
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 .dc dm nm nrr ds h p , q 1 y p q .  .r
<m , d)0, ngZ , d-r , d r
 .ac am ndm r a nrr d= 1 y p q .
< <m , a)0, ngZ , 1-d-r , d r , a-d , a d
1 y pdm r a
  . .= ac as a , i , . . . , i m n 1 lr sa , i , . . . , i .n r d1 l=q .m , a)0, ngZ ,
<1-d-r , d r , a-d ,
< <  4a d , 2 l , i g 1, . . . , sj
1 y pdm r a
  . .= ya c as a , i , . . . , i m n 1 lr sa , i , . . . , i .n r d1 l=q ..m , a)0, ngZ ,
<1-d-r , d r , a-d ,
< <  4a d , 2 l , i g 1, . . . , sj
On the left-hand side of this equation, we perform the following change
of variables: put d9 s rra and a9 s dra. Then a9 N d9.
So we finally get that
 .  . .rrd c rrd m ndm n1 y p q .
<m , d)0, ngZ , d r
asa , i , . . . , i .m1 l1 y p= 
 .  .  . .rrd c rrd s a , i , . . . , i m n1 lm , a)0, ngZ , nd r a=q .< < <1-d , d r , a-d , a d , 2 l ,
 4i g 1, . . . , sj
asa , i , . . . , i .m1 l1 y p= 
 .  .  . .y rrd c rrd s a , i , . . . , i m n1 lm , a)0, ngZ , nd r a=q .< <1-d , d r , a-d , a d ,
 42¦l , i g 1, . . . , sj
dm r a1 y ps h p , q . r   . .ac as a , i , . . . , i m n1 lm , a)0, ngZ , r sa , i , . . . , i .n r d1 l=q .<1-d-r , d r , a-d ,
< <  4a d , 2 l , i g 1, . . . , sj
dm r a1 y p= iii .
  . .yac as a , i , . . . , i m n1 lm , a)0, ngZ , r sa , i , . . . , i .n r d1 l=q ..< <1-d-r , d r , a-d , a d ,
 42¦l , i g 1, . . . , sj
By induction, from Proposition 3.5, we may assume that for any positive
 m n.cum n.integer u - r,  1 y p q can be analytically extended tom) 0, ng Z
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a function defined on the product of two copies of the open disc with zeros
belonging to
as sn m q at q s b2 0 0ns s t s : n g N, 0 - s , s N u; 0 F t - s ,1 0 i i 0n cs s m q ct q s d2 0 0
a b g SL Z . .2 / 5c d
 .Therefore, by recursion, f p, q has an analytic continuation to ther
product of two copies of the open disc with the zeros as stated.
EXAMPLE. In Proposition 3.5, we gave an explicit formula for the
 .analytic extension of f p, q , when r is prime. We now write this exten-r
sion when r is any prime power. So suppose that r s sb, where s is a prime
 .and b is a positive integer. Then from iii in the proof of Proposition 3.6,
we can deduce that
by k  by k .s c s m nks m n1 y p q .
m)0, ngZ , 0FkFb
=
l  lq 1 .s c s m nky l bykq1s m s n1 y p q .
m)0, ngZ , 1Fk-b , 0Fl-k
by k  by kq1 .s c s m nlq 1 ky ls m s ns h p , q 1 y p q . .  .r
m)0, ngZ , 1FkFb , 0FlFky1
In the second product of the left-hand side of this equation, we perform
the following change of variable: we define l9 s k y l y 1 and k9 s b y l.
Hence
by k  by k .s c s m nks m n1 y p q .
m)0, ngZ , 0FkFb
=
by k  by kq1 .s c s m nlq 1 ky ls m s n1 y p q .
m)0, ngZ , 1-kFb , 0Fl-ky1




b  b .s c s m nm n 1 y p q .m) 0, ng Z
by 1 b .s c s m nsm sn 1 y p q .m) 0, ng Z
by k  by k .s c s m nks m n 1 y p q .m) 0, ng Z , 1F k F b
= by ky1 byk .s c s m nkq 1s m sn 1 y p q .m) 0, ng Z , 1F k - b
s h b p , q . .s
Hence, by induction on b,
b  b .s c s m nm n
b 1 y p q h p , q .  .m) 0, ng Z ss .by 1 b s .s c s m nsm sn by 1h p , q . 1 y p q s .m) 0, ng Z
 .It therefore follows, by recursion, that the analytic continuation of f p, qr
to the product of two copies of the open unit disc is
1rs bq ii is s
bh p , q .s
, iq1 is s /by 1h p , qiG0  .s
 .bwhere h p, q is defined in the proof of Proposition 3.6 to be thes
 . b   .  k . b..p, q -expansion of  j t y j m q s rs .ks0
Obviously, both the multiplicity and restricted simple root multiplicity of
 .  .the root 1, rn , n g N, of M equal c rn . So, without ambiguity, we mayr
 .say that, for all n ) 0, 1, rn is a simple root of M . In fact, as the nextr
 .result shows, for every m, n g N, the root m, rn of M has positiver
restricted simple root multiplicity, i.e., as explained in Section 1, some
 .subspace of the root space corresponding to m, rn cannot be generated
 .by root spaces of M corresponding to positive roots distinct from m, rn .r
However, as we have seen, it is difficult to get any explicit expression for
these restricted simple root multiplicities, though computer calculations
can give numerical answers.
 .PROPOSITION 3.7. i For n ) 0, the restricted simple root multiplicity of
 .the root 2, rn of M isr
c rn y c rl c rm if n k 0 mod r .  .  .  .
l-m , lqmsn
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and
1c rn y c rl c rm y c n c n y 1 if n ' 0 mod r . .  .  .  .  .  . . 2
l-m , lqmsn
 .ii For e¨ery m, n g N, the restricted simple root multiplicity of the root
 .m, rn of M is positi¨ e.r
 .  .Proof. The multiplicity of 2, rn is c 2 rn . Suppose that there exists
 .  .  .n ,n g N n , n need not be distinct such that 2, rn s 1, rn q1 2 1 2 1
 .  :1, rn . As in Section 1, ? , ? will denote the bilinear form on the root2
 .  .:lattice L of the monster Lie algebra M. Since 1, rn , 1, rn s1 2
 .yr n q n is negative, if e is a root vector corresponding to the root1 2 i
 . w x w x1, n , then e , e / 0 unless e s e ; and all such e , e are linearlyi 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .independent. This implies the above formula for the multiplicity of 2, rn
as a simple root of M .r
 .  .Consider the root m, n of M, where n ' 0 mod r and m ) 1.
 .  . .  .Suppose first that n G m. Then m, n s m y 1 1, 1 q 1, n y m q 1
and the above imply that if e g M is a root vector corresponding to root1
 .  .1, 1 and e g M is a root vector corresponding to 1, n y m q 1 , then2
w w w xxx   . .u s e e ??? e , e , where e appearing m y 1 times is a nonzero1 1 1 2 1
 .  . root vector corresponding to the root m, n . Since both 1, 1 and 1, n y
.m q 1 are simple roots of M, it follows that u does not belong to the
 .subspace generated by root vectors corresponding to positive roots t, s of
M with t - m.r
 .  . . We finally suppose that n - m. Then m, n s n y 1 1, 1 q m y
.  .  .:n q 1, 1 . Furthermore, 1, y1 , m y n q 1, 1 s m y n is positive and
 .  .  .1, y1 q m y n q 1, 1 is not a root of M. Therefore m y n q 1, 1 s
 . .  .m y n 1, y1 q 1, m y n q 1 , and if e is a root vector correspond-y1
 . w w w w xxxxing to root 1, y1 , then ¨ s e ??? e e ??? e , e , where e1 1 y1 y1 mynq1 1
 .  .appears n y 1 times and e appears m y n times, is a nonzero rooty1
 .vector corresponding to the root m, n . It again follows that ¨ does not
belong to the subspace generated by root vectors corresponding to positive
 .roots t, s of M with t - m.r
For r s 2, the following table gives the restricted simple root multiplic-
 .ity of the root m, 2n for small values of m and n. The calculations are
done using PARI.
 .  .  .  .  .1, 2 1, 4 1, 6 2, 2 2, 4
21493760 20245856256 4252023300096 20245856256 170500037934080
 .  .  .2, 6 3, 2 3, 4
439154144324812800 4252023300096 439154144324812800
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We next deduce the character formula for the irreducible lowest weight
modules of M .r
 .COROLLARY 3.8. Let V l be an irreducible module for M of lowestr
 .weight l, where l is in the real space of the root lattice L. Then l s a, b ,
 .with nonnegati¨ e reals a, b. When l / 0, the character formula for V l is
 .c r m nm n a h r rch V l 1 y p q s p q , .  .
m)0, ngZ
where p s e1, 0. and q s e0, r ..
Proof. Since M has no real simple root, any lowest weight module forr
 .M is integrable. The element a, b of the root lattice L can be a lowestr
 .  .:weight if and only if a, b , m, rn F 0 for all m, n g N. This holds if
and only if a, b G 0. The character formula follows since for such reals
a, b, the above inner product is never zero unless a s b s 0.
4. THE MODULAR POLYNOMIAL
w xThe reader is referred to 4 for details. We use the same notation as in
w x  .4 . So set G s SL Z , and2
a bUD s : a, b , c, d g Z, a, b , c, d s 1, ad y bc s n . .n  5 /c d
Since, for all a g G, b g DU , ab and ba are in DU , G acts on the left andn n
the right on DU , and it is well known that these actions on the left andn
right G-cosets are transitive. The number of right G-cosets of DU isn
 .  .f n s n 1 q 1rp , where the product is over all the primes dividingp < n
 4  .n. Let a , i s 1, . . . , f n , be a set of representatives for the righti
G-cosets of DU . Now if f is any complex valued function on the upper halfn
plane, then G acts on f by: f ¬ f (g , g g G. So G permutes the functions
 .j( a , i s 1, . . . , f n . The modular polynomial of order n is defined to bei
 .f n
F X s F X , j s X y j( a . .  .  .n n i
is1
 . w xIt can be shown that F X g Z X, j .n
 .We have the following product expansion formula for F j, j , whichn
follows from Lemma 3.4.
b  .m iPROPOSITION 4.1. Let r s  t r 9, where the t , i s 1, . . . , b, areis1 i i
distinct primes di¨ iding r with m ) 1, and the exponents of all prime factorsi
 .  . 2of r 9 equal 1. Define v r to be v r s  d.d N r , d ¦  rr t ., is1, . . . , bi
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 .Then, for any t , m in the upper half plane H, and p s exp 2p it ,
 .q s exp 2p im ,
 .rrd hyv  r . m np 1 y p q .
< .m , d)0, ngZ , d r , mn
 .is the p, q -expansion of
 .f r
F j, j s j t y j( a m , .  .  . .r i
is1
where h denotes the expression
1 rmnly1 c . . 2 2 /2 t ??? t t ??? t d .  . .  .0FlFb , t ??? t N rrd i i i ii i 1 l 1 l1 l
Proof. As a set of right G-coset representatives for DU , we can take ther
following set of matrices:
r¡ ¦rs~ ¥: 0 - d, d N r , 0 - s - d, , s, d s 1d  /¢ §d 00 d
 w x.see 4, Sect. 5.1 . Hence
rm s
F j, j s j t y j q . 1 .  .  .r 2 / /dd<  .d)0, d r , 0Fs-d , d , rrd , s s1
Let the t be defined as in the statement of Proposition 4.1. Set Q to bei r
 .2 2 F j, j . From Lemma 3.4, we know thata) 0, a < r rr a
 .  2 .rrd c r m nrdys  r . m n1p 1 y p q .
< .m , d)0, ngZ , d r , mn
 .is the p, q -expansion of
rm s
j t y j q . 2 / /dd<  .d)0, d r , 0Fs-d , d , rrd , s sa , 1FaFs
rm s
s j t y j q . . 2 / /d2 2 2 ad .< < .   . .a , d)0, a r , d rra , 0Fs-d , d , rr a d , s s1
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 .Therefore 1 implies that
 .  2 .rrd c r m nrdys  r . m n1p 1 y p q .
< .m , d)0, ngZ , d r , mn
 .is the p, q -expansion of
F 2 j, j 2 .  . rr a
2 <a)0, a r
b lq 1 .y1
2s F j, j Q . 3 .  . .r rr t ??? t .i i1 lls1
 .  .The result follows by recursion from 2 and 3 .
It follows from Proposition 4.1 that when r is a product of distinct
 .primes in particular, when r is a prime ,
 .rc r m nyry1 m nF j, j s p 1 y p q .  .r
m)0, ngZ
=
 .c m nrrm n1 y p q . .
<m)0, ngZ , r mn
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